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Public Comment
Tiffany Fabiani
FW: Item #30 on Consent calendar for April 23, 2019
Tuesday, April 23, 2019 11:13:58

From: wgreen@surewest.net <wgreen@surewest.net>
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2019 4:51 PM
To: Darrell Steinberg <DSteinberg@cityofsacramento.org>; Jeff S. Harris
<JSHarris@cityofsacramento.org>; Angelique Ashby <AAshby@cityofsacramento.org>; Allen Warren
<AWarren@cityofsacramento.org>; Steve Hansen <SHansen@cityofsacramento.org>; Jay Schenirer
<JSchenirer@cityofsacramento.org>; Eric Guerra <EGuerra@cityofsacramento.org>; Rick Jennings
<RJennings@cityofsacramento.org>; Lawrence R. Carr <LCarr@cityofsacramento.org>; Public
Comment <publiccomment@cityofsacramento.org>
Cc: Kelly F. Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>; Karina Talamantes
<KTalamantes@cityofsacramento.org>; Alisa Johnson <ABJohnson@cityofsacramento.org>; David
Gonsalves <DGonsalves@cityofsacramento.org>; Matthew Read <mread@cityofsacramento.org>;
Allison Joe <AJoe@cityofsacramento.org>; Erin Teague <eteague@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis
M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Matthew Bryant <MBryant@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Item #30 on Consent calendar for April 23, 2019

Dear Mayor, and Council Members:
We are asking that Item#30 be pulled from the Consent Calendar/ April
23, 2019 City Council Meeting.
There are many questions that remain unanswered about the "solution/s"
that this project might accomplish. eg. in the FEIR it states that this 6
Million gallon vault will not prevent surface water flooding in a 10 year/6
hour storm (Per DEIR sect. 3.1.1). In fact roughly 6.8 Million gallons of
sewer water that is contaminated with sewage would still remain on the
streets. This is more sewage water flooding into our streets than the
volume of water that is stored in the vault, approximately 5.6 million
gallons.
There remain open law suits against the Proposed Sewer Vault being
placed in Historic McKinley Park.
Why pour $35 Million down the drain for this vault? The vault doesn't
solve flooding in this area. Some neighborhood residents were falsely led
to believe their flooding worries would be solved with this vault. The City
of Sacramento has paid more than $250,000 to the Crocker & Crocker PR
firm to help convince the neighborhood that they and their properties will
be protected from surface flooding. This is incorrect information.

The Combined Sewerage System is antiquated. It has been recommended
to the City of Sacramento for more than 50 years, that a permanent
solution is to replace the obsolete aged system with a Split System.
Sooner or later this aging infrastructure will have to be replaced. Let's
stop delaying the solution and become the world class city that
Sacramento can become. Sacramento needs separated sewage
infrastructure to support the intense developments throughout the city.
Item #30 remains too controversial and needs to be pulled from the
consent calendar for further study, questioning, and answers. Please, pull
Item #30 for tomorrow night’s City Council meeting.
Respectfully submitted,

Will Green, MD for Concerned Citizens for a Sewer-Free McKinley Park

